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Barbie wants to be a pet doctor! Join her as she helps a vet take care of puppies, kittens, horses,

and many other lovable pets in this original Step 1 book in the Step into Reading series.
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My daughter has has trouble reading in first grade and I've struggled to find age appropriate books

and ones that she enjoys. This book was fun to read and simple. It's leveled for pre k to Kind. So I

started her know bc she's behind but just really enjoyed this!

A vet helps pets, and when the vet needs help, Barbie steps in.This cute little book is a very good

book for Step 1 readers. The text is large and easy to read, while the words are simple and just right

for a beginner. The illustration work is quite good  brightly colored, with a surprising amount

of detail in it.Yeah, this is a good book, one that I like reading to and with my little reader. We both

enjoy it a lot  we both love animals!

We didn't give this a full 5 star rating because while we thought it represented the "Barbie" icon just



fine and the graphics were quite nice, we felt it was a too short. A little bit of interaction built in would

have been extra cool too, but then it wasn't too expensive either.

I purchased many e-books for my ipad and iphone for my grandkids. My granddaughter is in 2nd

grade and loves reading books on my ipad. The graphics are great and if she needs to she can

make the font larger.

My little girl loves Barbie and this builds her confidence when she can read it on her own. I will

surely buy mor books in this series.

Barbie can do anything! She went to the vet with her kitty and ended up helping the vet. So Barbie

turns into a Pet Vet and did a great job!Wonderful short story about Barbie and her friends caring

about others pets.My 3 yr old little girl loved it!

This is a cute story about Barbie helping out a vet and learning what she does. It's a very early

reader book, so obviously the story content isn't deep. Mostly Barbie looks at all the animals in the

vet's office and helps track them down. Then she visits a horse farm and helps the vet tend to the

injured horse.My daughter just started kindergarten and is able to read this book, so I'd say it's

appropriate for ages 4-6 reading level. Even younger children would enjoy having it read to them.

There are a lot of pictures with bright colors and cute little animals.If you have a kiddo who is a

Barbie fan, this line of early readers is a very early, basic introduction to many different career fields.

This is one of our favorites because of all the animals.

Barbie I can be a pet vet, is a very adorable book for kids 7 years or younger. I rate it a 4 star rating.

It's all about Barbie taking her dog to the vet and ends up helping the vet with the animals. once

again it's a adorable book for children.
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